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모he Bourgain Property
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Abstract. In this paper, we study the Bourgain property 

for real-valued functions, and give conditions for a family of 

real-valued functions to have the Bourgain property.

The family {f(・)z : ||끼| < 1) plays a strong role in determining 
Pettis integrability for a bounded weakly measurable function f from 
a measure space (Q, S, /丄)into a dual space X*・ Rather than viewing 
such families as subsets of L。*心)we now consider them simply as 
families of real-valued functions on Q.

In this paper, we study the family {f(-)x : ||께 < 1) for a bounded 
function 了 ： Q t X* and present some properties of the Bourgain 
property for real-valued functions on Q・

The following property of real-valued functions was originally for
mulated by J. Bourgain.

DEFINITION 1: Let (Q, be a measure space. A family of 
real-valued functions on Q is said to have the Bourgain property if the 
following condition holds;

For each set A of positive measure and for each a > 0, there is a 
finite collection F of subsets of positive measure of A such that for 
each f £加 the inequality

sup /(B) 一 inf /(B) < a

holds for some member B of F.

From the above definition, we have the following result.
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Theorem 2. If W has the Bourgain property, then every f in is 
measurable.

PROOF: Let f be any function in p and fix n G 2V. Since p has 
the Bourgain property, for A G S with /z(A) > 0 there exists a subset 
B of A with 卩(B) > 0 such that sup f(B) — inf f(B) < *.

By the Exhaustion lemma, there exists a sequence (Anjk)k of dis
joint sets in S such that sup f(AUfk) — inf f(AUf) < * for each k and 

oo
Q = {JAnik. Let 中n = £ cnikXAntk, where cnjfe is a real number 

k k=l
satisfying inf/(An>fc) < cn)fc < sup/(An)Jk).

Then cpn converges to f uniformly a.e.. Hence f is measurable.
Studying functions f : Q t X* into dual spaces, Riddle and Saab 

show that every bounded function 了： Q —* X* which has the Bour
gain property is Pettis integrable. Their proof relies on the following 
theorem by Bourgain.

THEOREM 3. [3] If (JI, E, /i) is a finite measure space and © is a 
family of real-valued functions on Q having the Bourgain property, 
then

(1) the pointwise closure of p has the Bourgain property ;
(2) each element in the pointwise closure of p is measurable ;
(3) each element in the pointwise closure of 巾 is the almost every

where pointwise limit of a sequence in 加

PROOF: The proof of (1) is completely straightforward. Towards 
verifying (2) and (3), take a function g belonging to the pointwise 
closure of 中 and an ultrafilter 17 on that has g a cluster point. For 
A in S and a > 0, let

©(4; a) = (/ e sup/(A) - inf/(A) < a}.

It follows from the definition of the Bourgain property that if A 
has positive measure and a > 0, then there exists a subset B of A of 
positive measure with ; a) belonging to U. Now for each a > 0, 
use Zorn's Lemma to find a maximal set Pa of mutually disjoint sets 
of positive measure such that ©(4; a) E U for each A G Pa. Note 
that each Pa is necessarily countable. Moreover,

(a) the set Q — U 已 has measure 0 for each a > 0 and
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(b) if F is a finite subset of positive reals and Qa is a finite subset 
of Pa for each a in F, then g belongs to the pointwise closure of 

「I 「I ©(4; a). The maximality of Pa yields condition (a) and 
otEFAeQa
(b) follows because g is a cluster point of U. Now let (Am>n)n be an 

oo oo

enumeration of 尸丄,and set B = Q Q By condition (a), we 
m 772=1 n=l

have /i(Q —B) = 0. Pick some point wm)n in each set Am)n and define
oo

£n =9(，如时)乂&以・ 
n=l

Each fm is measurable and a quick computation using (b) shows that 
the sequence (/m) converges to g uniformly on B. Therefore g is 
measurable. Unfortunately, the functions fm may not belong to p. To 
establish (3), use condition (b) to pick for each integer m a function hm 

oo m
belonging to Q Q W(4,n ； |) such that 仇顽)-g(u%n)| < | for 

t=l n=l
each 1 < n < m. The triangle inequality now insures that (7im(w)) 
congerges to g(") for each w in B. This completes the proof.

We can make the following general definition of the Bourgain prop
erty for functions into Banach spaces.

DEFINITION 4: A function f : Q —스 X is said to have the Bourgain 
property if the set {x^f; ||a:*|| < 1) has the Bourgain property.

If in the above definition the space X is a dual space, then 난le 
following result holds.

THEOREM 5. Let 了 ： Q —> X* be a function into a dual space. 
Then {f(・)£ : ||이| < 1) has the Bourgain property if and only if 
(^**7 : II께** < 1} has the Bourgain property.

PROOF: If {x**f : ||이I** < 1} has the Bourgain property, then it 
is obvious that (/(-)x : ||이| < 1} has the Bourgain property.

Conversely, suppose : ||a:|| < 1} has the Bourgain property. 
For 히ly ⑦** e X** with ||께** < 1, there exists a net (电) in X such 
that (rra) weak * -converges to x**. Hence x^f belongs to the point
wise closure of {/(•> : ||이| < 1) and 位**了|||이|** < 1} is contained 
in 나le pointwise closure of {jf(・)z : ||끼| < 1}. Since {f(・)z : ||이| < 1) 
has the Bourgain property, so has its pointwise closure by theorem 3.
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Hence {o;**/ : ||께** < 1} has the Bourgain property.
For two functions f : Q —> X and g : Q t X such that x^f = 

x*ga>.e. for all x* € X*, we have the following result.

THEOREM 6. Let f : Q T X and g : Q -f X be functions such that 
x*f = x*g a.e. for all z* € X*・ Then f has the Bourgain property if 
and only if g has the Bourgain property.

Proof： Since x^f = x*g a.e. for all k C X*, there exists a null 
set N such that x*/(w)=此g(s) for all w € (2 — N.

Since both x*f and x*g have the same supremum and infimum on 
the set A — N for any set A of positive measure, the conclusion now 
follows immediately.

Corollary 7. Let f : Q t X* and g : Q —)X* be functions such 
that f(-)x = g(-)x for all x G X. Then f has the Bourgain property 
if and only if g has the Bourgain property.
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